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December 19, 1836. 

G. R. Porter, Esq., ^Vice-President, in the Chair. 

The following Members were elected Fellows of the Society : 

Thomas Buckle Herring, Esq., 40, Aldersgate Street; 
Robert Atherton Hornby, Esq., Winwick, Lancashire ; 

J. R. Morrison, Esq., Canton; 

William Blake, Esq., Danesbury, Herts ; 
Col. John Briggs, Oriental Club ; 
T. R. Edmonds, Esq., 46, Regent Street: 

George Kirkpatrick, Esq., Law Life Assurance Office; 
Edward Kater, Esq., 87, Guildford Street. 

The following Gentlemen were proposed as Candidates :? 

T. F. Triebner, W. Augustus Miles, and John Ward, Esquires. 

It was announced that the Council, in compliance with the 5th 

Regulation of the Society, had selected the ordinary meetings in 

January and July as the days for electing Foreign Members. 
The following distinguished Gentlemen were recommended by 
the Council as Foreign Members of the Society, and notice was 

given that they would be ballotted for at the Meeting in January; 

Baron Humboldt; 
II Giudice Arpino, Finance Minister to H. M. the King of 

Naples; 
M. Van der Maelen, Founder of the Geographical Establish? 

ment of Brussels; 

M. Hoffman, President, of the Royal Statistical Board of Berlin; 
M. Dieterici, Vice-President, Ditto Ditto. 
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The following paper was read :? 

" 
On the erroneous principle, and defective classification of the 

Official Statistical Tables of crime. By Arthur Symonds, Esq. 

The introductory statement of the circumstances which gave 

occasion to the Author's remarks, was briefly as follows :? 

At a previous meeting, a paper, by Samuel Redgrave, Esq., 
was read, on the state of crime in England and Wales, as exhibited 
in some recent Government Returns ; when a discussion arose in 

which the principles of these tables, from which the statement of 

Mr. Redgrave were derived, was objected to by Mr. Symonds, 

together with some of the conclusions thence derived by the for? 
mer Gentleman. The present paper is a written amplification of 

the objections thus suggested, and the Author mentions the origi? 
nal purpose of his remarks to account for their desultory character. 

In remarking, upon the tables of Criminal Statistics, to which 

Mr. Redgrave's commentary related, Mr. Symonds stated that, 

it was by no means intended to detract in the slightest degree 
from the praise which is due to the exertions of the functionaries 

at whose instance they were produced; that they are a great 

advance in the criminal Statistics of this country, are highly cre? 

ditable to the Authors, and are as perfect as the existing state of 

information would permit them to be made : adding that, were 

public intelligence awakened to the importance of the subject, the 

Government would doubtless be enabled to adopt a complete 
scheme of Criminal Statistics. 

The objections made by Mr. Symonds to these important 
documents were:? 

1. That they are not comprehensive enough. 

2. That they are based on a wrong principle. 

3. That they are defectively classed. 

And that, as a consequence of these defects, they fail to give 
a fair exhibition of the state of crime in this country, and are 

therefore comparatively of no value to the statist, or to the 

legislature. 
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These considerations must be kept in view throughout the fol? 

lowing observations. The principles and the purpose of the sub? 

ject are alike to be regarded. What is crime?Whence comes it 
?and what are the classes of operations which must be employed 
to counteract it?We have to track it to its spring, the concep? 
tion, and to follow it through its entire course: endeavouring at 
each stage to thwart its tendencies. We must anticipate con? 

ception by education; we must check the attempt by removing 
the facilities; and to the commission we must oppose obstacles in 
the active vigilance of the police. If these considerations are 

overlooked, the inquiry, 
" What is the state of crime? 

** 
will 

be to little purpose. 

Mr. Symonds observed that, it is impossible to frame a Sta? 
tistical exhibition of the present subject for practically useful pur? 
poses, without theorizing: that, the peculiar nature of crime, the 

specific substance of which is human motive, forces an analytical 
distinction of the different classes of motives which characterize 
different crimes. The facts here concerned are mental acts, not 

capable of being exhibited by mere numerical notation?placing 
together all acts called crime without distinguishing their nature. 

We must classify them; and forthwith arises the question?What 
shall be, or ought to be, the principles of this Classification ? 
The classification of the tables in question, from misappre? 
hension of the proper principles, is so defective that it cannot 

bring out the truth:?The arrangement is as follows:? 

1. Offences against the person. 
2. Offences against property committed with violence. 
3. Offences against property committed without violence. 
4. Malicious offences against property . 
5. Forgery and offences against the currency. 

6. Other offences not included in the above classes. 

This, Mr. Symonds observed, is a most unscientific arrange? 
ment. 

In class 1, and in class 6 are contained offences arising from a 
criminal indulgence in, or depravation of the sexual feeling, and 

which, as they have the same source, ought to be included in the 
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same class : as, for instance, attempts to procure miscarriage, and 

concealing the birth of children, in class 1 ; and keeping dis? 

orderly houses, in class 6, 

A Minister of Justice, or a Legislator, and the public must be 

regarded in the same light, would look to the statement to 
discover the extent of crime, with a view to its prevention or re? 

pression. For this purpose that which is the essence of the crime 

must be regarded?the passion indulged : the form in which it 
is indulged, is a secondary, though certainly an important con? 
sideration. He must be acquainted with the essential character 

of it that he may bring the appropriate moral influence to bear 

upon the offender?for it is plain that the man who robs is 
actuated by one motive, and the man who commits a rape by 
another;?and the man who commits murder in the prosecution 
of either of those offences must not be confounded with him who 
commits it in the other. In each case a human being has been 

deprived of life;?but, by classing both cases under the same 

category, nothing more is shown than the simple fact. The na? 

ture of the crime remains unknown. 

Besides the objection to the classification of crimes, in these 

tables, it may also be alleged that the items are composed of 

discordant and contrary subjects. The second item of the first 

class, viz. " 
Shooting at; Stabbing ; Administering poison with 

intent to murder and maim, is an instance. To class together 

the administering of poison, and shooting and stabbing with in? 
tent to murder or maim, is obviously incorrect. The -object in 

both cases may be the same, but the means are widely different. 

Nor is this difference simply a modal one. It indicates the motive 

and the character of the offence. Shooting or stabbing may be, 
and frequently is, the effect of passion; but poisoning implies 

premeditation. 

It is equally wrong to confound the intent to murder with the 

intent to maim. The object in both cases differs greatly in 

degree, and the motive is so far different in force... Manslaughter 

should be distinguished into those offences which spring from a 

bad purpose, and those which are the consequences of culpable 
misconduct or neglect. 

Vol. i. 2 c 
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How absurd is the classification of " Child Stealing" among 
offences against the person. Its essential character is robbery. 

The crime is commonly committed for purposes of gain. Bigamy 
too, can scarcely be regarded as an offence against the person. 

Its proper place should be " miscellaneous offences" springing 
from the sexual feeling. 

" Assaults on Peace Officers in the execution of their duty,'* 
(class 1.) and assaulting and obstructing officers employed to 

prevent smuggling, (class 6.) are offences of the same character 
?resistance to the Civil Force;?but a distinction should be 
taken between casual and premeditated resistance:? 

Assaults (Class 1.) is a very inexpressive designation. It tells 

nothing, if the character of the circumstances which occasioned 

the assault be not also given. This class is placed improperly 
under offences against the person. Assaults may proceed from 

a settled purpose of a malignant character, or may be the re? 

sult of momentary feeling. The quality of the crime is not 
marked by this broad designation. 

The distinction of offences against property, with or without 

violence, as separate classes, is as objectionable as the former. 

The object is to rob, and if there be obstruction the party may 
be led on to violence. The distinction is good as marking the 

degree, but not the quality of the offence. 

Malicious offences, whether against the person or against pro? 
perty, should form a class by themselves. They indicate revenge 
or wantonness. Murder may belong to this class?as well as 

Arson. Again, Arson may be but a form of robbery; where 
this is proved, it should be placed among robberies. " 

Forgery 
and offences against the currency" is another absurd distinc? 

tion. This is robbing by fraudulent means, and should be so 

registered. 

The principles then which appear to obtain in the classification 
of these tables, are,? 

1. As against the person. 
2. As against the property: 
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and then as to both, whether the offences be committed with or 
without violence. Thus the objects of crime and the means are 

noticed, but not the impelling motives which form its specific 
character. Hence the confusion to be found in these tables. 

What then should be the classification ?? 

Mr. Symonds proposed the following, as a closer approxima? 
tion to correctness:? 

1. Stealing, simple. 
a By fraud. 

b By force, 
2. Sexual offences. 

3. Malicious offences. 

4. Offences against the State ; including? 
a Stealing as in other cases. 

b Evasion of the State authority. 
c Breaches of the peace, and defiance of the State authority. 

By a classification of this kind, it was stated that, the quality 
as well as the degree of crime prevailing in the country would be 

exhibited; and that, under these heads, all conceivable crimes 

might be comprehended. 

Of the civil offences which are committed by individuals 

against each other, the most common proceed from the passions 

of gain, lust, and revenge. The rest are such as are committed 

against society collectively, in defiance of the authority of the 

State, as smuggling, and resistance to Peace Officers. 

A serious objection to the exhibition of criminal statistics 

under consideration is that, it includes but a very small proportion 
of crimes committed in this country. 

With reference to the statement in the paper of Mr. Redgrave 
that, 

" for the purposes of statistical inquiry crimes may be divided 

into two classes, as punishable on indictment, and on summary 

process," Mr, Symonds asserted that, this distinction errs 
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against a principle of statistics, which requires that a matter be 
exhibited not according to accidental or factitious forms, but 

simply according to its nature ; and that, although in conventional 

arrangements, such distinctions may properly constitute a class of 

conditions, they certainly should not form the basis of a Statistical 
exhibition. That, the distinction between offences which may be 

prosecuted on indictment, and those which may be prosecuted on 

summary process, is altogether arbitrary, and of such irregular 
fluctuation as to preclude the possibility of founding upon it any 
continuous chain of Statistical exhibitions. 

In consequence of the exclusion from the tables of the whole 
class of offences punishable by summary process, we lose sight 
altogether of the proportions, and of the incipient gradations of 

crime, which are more susceptible of repression, and which indi? 

cate its origin, progress, and nature. This class, being in quan? 

tity, though not in atrocity, the greater of the two, forms an im? 

portant portion of criminal statistics; its exclusion from the 
tables is therefore a proof of their great deficiency. Nor when 
this class of cases has found a place in the tables will they even 
then fully exhibit the state of crime in the country. They will 
still exclude a large class of cases which in their nature are 
criminal. 

Every crime may be described as the indulgence of some desire 
on the part of the criminal, at the expense of another person, or 
of the State. In early periods, crime is manifested in acts of 
violence ; but in proportion as a people become civilized, violent 
offences are diminished ; while in an equal ratio acts of fraud and 

chicanery are increased. By degrees the acts of fraud are inserted 

in what is called the criminal code?that is, a very small proportion 
of them: yet by far the largest proportion of cases tried in the 
civil courts are of this description ; the number of cases involv? 

ing a mere ambiguity of the law, and free from roguery on the 

part of some persons concerned, being very small indeed.?What 

but robbery is incurring debt without the means of payment: or 

withholding payment having the means v?How many degrees is 
seduction less criminal than rape ? 

The tables in reply to the question, 
<( What is the state of 
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crime in tlie country?" show it only in one state ; though in a ge? 
neral exhibition of criminal statistics every violation of law, or 
of right which is the subject of law, should be included. 

In the following tables an outline is given of a classification of 
offences comprised in the official tables according to the motives 
from which they may be supposed to spring. 

L THEFT. 

f Larceny. 
Simple. 
From the person. ? 
By servants. 
Embezzlement. 
To the value of ??5 in dwelling houses. 
From vessels in a Port ; on a river, &e. 
Goods in process of manufacture. 
Fixtures, trees and shrubs growing. 
Cattle?Horse?Sheep. 

f Fraud. 

Forging. 

Frauds and attempts to defraud. 

Conspiracy to raise the rate of wages. 

Wills. 
Powers of Attorney for the transfer of Stock 

and Dividends. 
Bank of England Notes. 
Other Instruments. 

f Sending Menacing Letters to extort Money. 
Housebreaking. 

1. Breaking into shops, warehouses & counting-houses. 
2. Breaking within the curtilage of dwelling-houses. 
3. Housebreaking. 
4. Burglary. 

Robbery. 
1. Demanding Property with menaces. 
2. Assaults with intent to rob. 
3. Robbery. 

^ 
- 

Highway. 
.- Dwelling houses: persons being put in fear. 

Piracy. - 
Stealing from vessels in a Port or River. 

- 
Piracy. 

Poaching 
1. Being out armed to take Game by night and 

assaulting gamekeepers. 
2. Deer Stealing, and feloniously resisting deer^ 

keepers. 
3. Taking and destroying fish in enclosed waters. 
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MIXED AND INCIDENTAL OFFENCES. 

Receiving stolen goods. 
Abduction. 
Child stealing. 

II. SEXUAL OFFENCES. 

1. Keeping disorderly houses. 
2. Indecently exposing the person. 
3. Bigamy. 

?- 
By consent. 

- 
By fraud. 

4. Abduction. 

-By fraud. 
*- 

By force. 

5. Concealing the birth of Infants. 

6. Attempts to procure miscarriage of women. 

1. Not quick with child. 
2. Quick with child. 

7. Ravish. 

1. Children under 10. 

2t-10 and under 12. 
8. Sodomy. 

III. MALICIOUS OFFENCES. 

f 1. Destruction of Property. 
1. Threatening to destroy property by sending letters. 
2. Silk, Woollen, Linen, op Cotton goods in process of 

manufacture. 
8. Hop-binds, trees, and shrubs growing. 

By Force. 
^ 

4. Threshing Machines. 
5. Demolishing buildings, machinery, &c. 
6. Maiming Cattle. 
7. Killing Cattle. 
8. Setting fire to crops, plantations, heaths. 
9. Arson capital. 

2. On the Person. 

1. Menaces of violence. 
2. Assaults. 

-With deadly weapons. 

-Stabbing. 

-Shooting at. 

3. Attempts to procure Miscarriage. 
1. Women quick with child. 
2.-not quick with child. 
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4. Administering Poison. 
5. Mayhem. 
6. Manslaughter. 
7. Murder. 

IV. OFFENCES AGAINST THE STATE. 

f STEALING. 
Simple. 

Stealing letters from Post Office by servants. 

Coining. 
1. Having in possession implements for Coining. 

By Fraud. <( 2. Counterfeiting the current Goid and Silver Coin. 
3. Buying and putting off counterfeit Gold and Silver 

coin. 
4. Uttering and having in possession ditto. 
5. Counterfeiting, buying, putting off, and uttering 

counterfeit copper coin. 

f Smuggling. 
j 1. Assembling armed to aid smugglers. 

By Force. ^ 2. Assaulting and obstructing officers employed to 

j prevent smuggling. 
I 3. Smuggling. 

EVASION OF THE STATE AUTHORITY. 

1. Being at large under sentence of Transportation. 
2. Perjury. 
3. Subornation of Perjury. 
4. Administering unlawful oaths. 

BREACHES OF THE PEACE AND DEFIANCE OF THE STATE 
AUTHORITY. 

1. Riot, Breach of the Peace, and Pound breach. 

2. Refusing to aid Peace Officers. 

3. Prison-breaking. 
4. Harbouring and aiding the escape of felons. 

5. Rescue of persons in the hands of Peace Officers. 

6. Assaults on Peace Officers in the execution pf their duty. 

The Author proceeded to remark that, these tables might be 

improved by exhibiting the stages of crime?the menace; at? 

tempt ; commission and aggravation. The idea of this principle of 

classification of crimes he acknowledged to belong to Mr. Coode, 
a Fellow of the Society, who has in preparation a masterly ana? 

lysis and entire scheme of Law, of which tables, embodying the 

principle in a more perfect state, constitute an important part. 
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It was observed that, an excellence in the government tables 
is a statement of the ages of criminals. This leads however to 
the false inference, that crime in old ages is disproportionately 
small. The apparent difference being occasioned by the fact 
that the younger offenders have been detected?and that death 

rapidly terminates the career of older, and of habitual offenders. 

Still this statement is most useful; and proves the necessity of 

instituting, in other particulars, a similarly minute analysis. It 

establishes the fact that one third of the offenders are under 21 

years of age; one tenth under 16; and nearly one fiftieth under 12; 
?facts of which no benevolent mind can be conscious without 

inquiring what can be done to diminish the source of such progres? 
sive evil. 

The tables exhibit the magnitude and specific nature of the 
evil, but here the information terminates. They should state 
also whether these juvenile offenders are orphans or bastards ;? 

what is the condition of their parents; the cause of their falling 
into crime; the kinds of offences committed by them; whether 

they have received any, and what education; whether they have 
been brought up to any trade; and whether they have been 

previously committed :?The searching out fresh particulars and 

grouping them would almost necessarily suggest the remedy 
suitable to each class of cases. 

It has been stated, said Mr. Symonds, that the professions, 
trades, or previous pursuits of the criminal should be given. 
These particulars, he remarked, may not, in many classes of 

crimes, have any connection with the nature of the crime com? 

mitted. But, in some classes, this connection is very close, and 

a knowledge of it is necessary in order to determine whether 
sufficient precautions have been taken to prevent the commission 

of offences peculiar to any particular business. 

An enquiry into the previous pursuits of criminals would pro? 
bably discover that, in by far the greater number of cases, they 
are persons who have not been regularly trained to any active 

employment. The number of those who make thieving and 

rapine their constant trade would also be discovered. This 

important class of offences ought to be subjected to a distinct 
and minute analysis, and the principle by which it is dis 
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tinguished from all others should be illustrated in the most 

practical way, for the guidance of the Police, and of the Legisla? 
ture. Other crimes are generally the result of passion; but the 

trade of thieving is for the most part an art or science. The trial 

of a criminal should be an inquest, in which the circumstances of 

the case should determine the point in the penal scale to which 
the offence belongs. Whether this inquest should be reserved 
for the trial, or should be performed by magistrates at the time 
of committing the offender, may admit of consideration : but, 
without having recourse to a more specific investigation than 

is now usually adopted, it seems scarcely possible to adjudge the 

appropriate punishment. 

With regard to the tables exhibiting the punishments inflicted 
on criminals, Mr. Symonds observed that, if the punishments 
awarded to the different offences might be received as fair tests 
of the degrees of criminality, they would be one of the most im? 

portant parts of the exposition. But that, in order to render 

them so, it is necessary to report specifically the reasons of com? 

mutation of punishment, and the principles on which this pro? 

ceeding is usually regulated. Thus it appears that of 404 

criminals sentenced to death, for offences against property, com? 

mitted with violence, the sentences of 261 were commuted to 

transportation for life. The inference would seem to be that, the 

offenees of this class were of a less aggravated character. But if it 
be true (as generally supposed) that the age, sex, or condition of 
the offender, or some peculiarly irritating circumstance, has been 

the cause of commutation in particular instances, these parti? 

culars should be stated. 

Punishment to be properly awarded must have regard, not only 

to the nature of the crime, but to the nature and condition of the 

offender; the circumstances which determined the punishment 

ought in these statistical exhibitions to be stated together with 

the punishment; not indeed as positive signs of the relative 

atrocity of offences; but as affording an approximative indication 

of such relation. Recommendations to mercy are doubtless oc? 

casionally made under the influence of feelings incompatible with 

the due administration of justice, and, as in other cases they indi? 
cate a disproportion between the punishment and the offence, it 

Vol. i. 2d 
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is highly important that these recommendations should be re? 

corded, that their origin may be scrutinized, and that the law 

may be altered, or the execution of it mitigated, according to the 
results of such enquiry. 

The tables, in stating the crime of each country, exhibit only 
a barren fact; since the criminals of any county may come from 

a single place, or from one or two places :?For example, in 

Devonshire, it appears that the greater number of criminals come 

from Plymouth ; and in Somersetshire a large portion come from 
Bath and Frome :?therefore to make statistics of this nature of 

practical value these facts must be known. Crime, said 

Mr. Symonds, depends upon the condition of the people ; upon 
their poverty ;?upon the habits of the class ;?upon the circum? 

stances of the locality:?thus, in agricultural districts the robberies 

will generally be of a different character and complexion from those 
of manufacturing districts ;?and though more numerous in the 

latter, they will be found to be fewer in proportion to the popula? 
tion. 

It was remarked that much stress has been laid on the impor? 
tance of Education as a means of diminishing crime, and that its 

influence cannot be doubted ; but that a minute investigation of 
the causes and aids to crime in different localities would probably 
teach perhaps readier means, and which may not be improperly 
regarded as the education by circumstances. Thus a new street 

breaking through the haunts of offenders, may be the means of 

destroying old associations, and may produce among the present 
inhabitants an improvement of habits which education of the 
other kind can effect only in the next generation. 

The remaining portion of the paper was occupied in the expla? 
nation of several objections to the deductions drawn by Mr. 

Redgrave. The following are the principle points of general in? 
terest. 

Local causes were asserted to be the most powerful auxilia? 

ries to crime, and therefore any exhibition of criminal statis? 

tics must be imperfect which does not even minutely notice 
them. The correspondence of crime, with the character of the 
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locality and the amount of population, must be regarded in order 
to determine its point of criminality. Crime is not only the effect 
of motive but also of condition and circumstance; and in a 

highly artificial state of life, these may even create, or at all events 

may stimulate, and afford encouragement and opportunity. Ob? 

servation should be directed to the quarter of the town where the 
offences take place, or where the criminals reside. 

For the repression of crime depending on particular localities, 
the simple statement of the character of the crime, and of the 
local circumstances will usually indicate the remedy. 

In Bristol, Plymouth, and other similar towns, the crime arises 
from the numerous dissolute characters, who resort to such places, 
in order to prey upon the sailors. A full practical exhibition 
of Statistics would suggest many expedients to counteract such 
instances of roguery. 

The statement that, of 523 persons who were convicted and 
sentenced to death, 34 were executed, 402 had their sentences 

commuted to transportation, and 82 to imprisonment, exhibits a 

very anomalous state of our penal code. 

It is a point which peremptorily demands attention that, 
out of the whole number of criminals, 4,034 were acquitted on 

trial, and 943 were discharged without trial, the bills preferred 
not being found, or the prosecution being abandoned, and that 
these numbers constitute nearly 29 per cent, of the whole. Doubt? 

less many suffered undeserved or disproportionate punishment. 

Mr. Symonds observed that, in the statement of Mr. Redgrave, 
it was incorrect to include in his estimate of criminals the whole 
number of accused, not deducting the number of those who 
were acquitted, which would greatly reduce the proportion, 
thus? 

20,731, total accused, 

5,977, acquitted, 

14,754, convicted. 

Something however must be allowed for acquittal from failure 
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of proof, and something for escapes from commitment: but a large 

portion of the persons acquitted must doubtless be considered 
as innocent. 

The truth of the position that '* the proportion in which violent 
offences are committed in the several counties affords a test of 

their relative state with regard to crime," was disputed by Mr. 

Symonds. Crimes, he said, which have the acquisition of property 
for their object, and those which are the results of passion 
are different things, and there may be in different counties an 

equal amount of either kind of crime, and consequently an equal? 

ity of criminality. That the atrocity of the offences does not 

give a fair indication of the state of crime: for though a particular 
county have a less number of atrocious offenders, it may have a 

greater number of others : robberies may be numerous though 
murders are few. Crimes of violence indicate a ferocious and 

barbarous condition, which is generally susceptible of generous 
improvement, but petty and sordid acts of pilfering from the 

impulse, not of poverty, but of idle and dissolute habits, indicate 
a condition far more depraved and hopeless. 

These positions, though requiring large qualifications, may serve 
to show the incorrectness of comparing dissimilar things. 

Where malicious offences against property exist in a large pro? 
portion, it must be inferred that there exists also some peculiarly 
irritating circumstances which tend to excite persons to vindictive 
acts. This is an instance of the tendency to error in any average 
statement of the prevalence of crime in a given district. It 
shows also the impropriety of regarding ea,ch criminal as an in? 
stance of a distinct crime. To attribute to a whole county the 
ebullition of a district, or to regard the numbers of individuals 

engaged in the violence as signs of so many crimes, is surely an 

incorrect way of taking the account. The average statement 

which is given is not an average of the same condition, and it 
excludes all those differences which constitute the very features 
and character of the case. And consequently, taken as it 

stands, without further investigation, it offers no suggestions 
either to the State Functionary or to the Legislature. 

In stating the increase and decrease of crime in different 
counties, the kinds of crime to which this variation refers should 
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be noticed, that we may know to what circumstances it is aseri 

bable. Whether, for instance, it has any relation to increased 

or diminished prosperity, or whether it be an indication of a 

permanent depravation, or amelioration of the moral habits of 

the people : and to the comparison of the amount of crime, with 
the amount of population in given districts, should be added that 
of the amount of pauperism in the same districts. 

It has been remarked that the amount of detected crime de-? 

pends on the state of the police :?it is necessary therefore to 

distinguish the locality in order that the executive may be 

informed of its condition in this respect. A registry should be 

kept of all offences of which the perpetrators have not been 

detected, and for a similar reason, of suicides, with the verdict of 

the Coroner's Inquest. In what degree the variation in the ap? 

parent amount of crime has taken place from the vigilance or 

supinenes3 of the police would be shown by this registry of un? 

detected offences. A similar variation may arise from the pre? 

sence or absence of facilities to prosecutors. The circumstances 

under which acquittals take place ought therefore to be minutely 
scrutinized. Upon this and the last subject, the Law officers 

throughout the country should be required to make periodical 
returns particularly specifying acquittals from technical causes. 

And as one means of preventing crime is to bring the punish? 

ment near to the commission of the offence, it would be desirable 

in the tables to show the average period of the duration of the 

imprisonment of the offender previous to trial. 

The author concluded by observing that, as the motives from 

which crime is produced will always exist, the machinery for its 

prevention and repression must exist too; that the amount of 

expense must be regarded as a payment by way of insurance 

against crime; and that when we consider the immense amount 

of property protected in this country, the sum of one million and 

a half is not an excessive premium ; though to attempt to reduce 

its amount still lower, or to prevent its increase, with the 

increase of population and of property, is by no means an un? 

worthy effort; and that, in various ways, the sum might doubt? 

less be diminished. 
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In the course of the paper many judicious suggestions were 

interspersed, relating to the practical improvement of the admin? 
istration of justice, and to a desirable increase in the efficiency of 
the police for the detection and prevention of crime. It was 
stated that ** a system of general education must be established, 
which shall provide for all both training and instruction." The 
Author also expressed a hope that a Committee would be formed 
to consider the condition of our criminal statistics, and that the 

Society would make especial endeavours to frame a complete ex? 

hibition, with reference to all the contributing causes of crime. 
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